Nested sampling is an increasingly popular technique for Bayesian computation -in particular for multimodal, degenerate and high-dimensional problems. Without appropriate settings, however, nested sampling software may fail to explore such posteriors fully; for example producing correlated samples or missing significant modes. This paper introduces new diagnostic tests to assess the reliability of both parameter estimation and evidence calculations using nested sampling software, and demonstrates them empirically. We present two new diagnostic plots for nested sampling, and give practical advice for nested sampling software users. Our diagnostic tests and diagrams are implemented in nestcheck 1 : a publicly available python package for analysing nested sampling calculations which is compatible with results from MultiNest and PolyChord.
Introduction
Nested sampling (Skilling 2006 ) is a method for Bayesian analysis which simultaneously provides Bayesian evidences and posterior samples. Though nested sampling was originally designed for evidence calculation, the popular MultiNest and PolyChord (Handley et al. 2015a,b) implementations are now used extensively for parameter estimation. Nested sampling performs well compared to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based alternatives for parameter estimation of highdimensional, degenerate and multimodal posteriors as it has no thermal transition property and does not require the specification of a proposal function.
Uncertainty in results due to the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm can be estimated numerically for parameter estimation (Higson et al. 2017b ) and evidence calculations (Skilling 2006 , Keeton 2011 . However all of these techniques assume that the nested sampling algorithm was executed perfectly, which requires sampling randomly from the prior within a hard likelihood constraint. Nested sampling software used for practical problems can only do this approximately and, as a result, may produce additional errors; for example from correlated samples or missing parts of the posterior. We term these additional errors implementation-specific effects to distinguish them from the intrinsic stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm. Typically software has settings which reduce implementation-specific effects but increase computational cost, such as PolyChord's num repeats and MultiNest's efr. Depending on the problem considered and the software and settings used, implementation-specific effects can be very large -for example if the algorithm misses a significant mode in a multimodal posterior.
Diagnosing whether significant implementation-specific effects are present is of great practical importance, as users may need to adjust the software settings to achieve reliable results (see Section 5.1 for more details). In contrast, if implementation-specific effects are negligible then users can simply increase the number of live points for more accurate results, and can confidently use standard techniques to estimate numerical uncertainty from the nested sampling algorithm.
Software users typically try to check if the algorithm has explored the posterior correctly by running a calculation several times and qualitatively assessing if the posterior distributions look similar in each case. However this is not very reliable and does not differentiate between implementation-specific effects and the expected variation from the inherent stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm. We are not aware of any diagnostic tests in the literature for checking calculation results for practical problems for implementationspecific effects (Buchner (2016) proposes a diagnostic which uses analytically solvable test problems). In contrast, Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based methods, which do not require sampling within a hard likelihood constraint, have an extensive literature on diagnostics for practical problems (see for example Hogg & Foreman-Mackey 2017) . This paper introduces new heuristic tests and diagrams to check the reliability of nested sampling results for practical problems, and to determine if the software settings should be changed. It is also intended to serve as a practical guide for nested sampling practitioners based on the authors' experience using nested sampling software. We begin with a brief background on the nested sampling algorithm and its associated errors in Section 2, and introduce some test problems in Section 3 which we use to illustrate our discussion throughout. Section 4 discusses diagnostic plots and presents two new diagrams for nested sampling (illustrated in Figures 3 to 5 ). Section 5 describes how the implementation-specific effects can be measured from a set of nested sampling runs. We empirically test the effects of changing nested sampling software settings both on implementation-specific effects and to-tal calculation errors using PolyChord in Section 5.1. Finally, in Section 6 we introduce quantitative diagnostic tests to check for implementation-specific effects which can be used when as few as 2 nested sampling runs are available.
Background: nested sampling and sampling errors
This section provides a brief overview of the nested sampling algorithm and the sampling errors involved in the process -for more details see Higson et al. (2017b) . A comparison of nested sampling with other sampling methods is beyond of the scope of this paper; for this we refer the reader to Allison & Dunkley (2014) and Murray (2007) .
Nested sampling (Skilling 2006) performs Bayesian computations by maintaining a set of samples from the prior π(θ), called live points, and repeatedly replacing the point with the lowest likelihood L(θ) with another sample from the region of the prior with a higher likelihood. The samples which have been removed, termed dead points, are then used for evidence calculations and posterior inferences (the live points remaining when the algorithm terminates can also be included). The fraction of the prior volume remaining after each point i with likelihood L i , which we define as
shrinks exponentially; this process is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 . The shrinkage at each step is unknown but is estimated statistically and used to weight the samples produced. The accuracy of results can be greatly improved -in particular for highdimensional parameter estimation problems -by using dynamic nested sampling (Higson et al. 2017a) , in which the number of live points varies to allocate samples more efficiently. The sampling errors from this process can be estimated by dividing a completed nested sampling run with some number of live points into many valid nested sampling runs with only one live point. These single live point runs, termed threads, can then be resampled using standard techniques such as the bootstrap as described in Section 4 of Higson et al. (2017b) . The resampling is valid as the log X values of the dead points of a nested sampling run with n live points are a Poisson process with rate n, so hence the log X values for the dead points in each of its constituent threads form a Poisson process of rate 1.
Test problems
We now introduce four test problems which pose different challenges for nested sampling software, and which will be used for numerical tests in the remainder of this paper.
For comparison with more complex likelihoods we first use the simple d-dimensional Gaussian likelihood centred on the origin
2σ 2 , where for our tests we set σ = 0.5.
0 run terminates direction of iteration Figure 1 : Illustration of nested sampling with a constant number of live points n (reproduced from Higson et al. 2017b) . The algorithm samples an exponentially shrinking fraction of the prior X as it moves towards increasing likelihoods. The relative posterior mass contained at each log X value is proportional to L(X)X, where
A more challenging case is the Gaussian shell likelihood centred on the origin with radius r and width w
2w 2 where we will use r = 2, w = 0.1,
and C GS is a normalisation constant. As an example of a highly multimodal likelihood we
where θˆi is the i th component of the parameter vector θ and C Ra is a normalisation constant. This is the industry standard "bunch of grapes" and exploring it correctly requires algorithms not to become stuck in local maxima or miss modes containing significant posterior mass. Finally we consider the d-dimensional Rosenbrock function (industry standard "banana")
where we use a = 1, b = 100, (5) which has a long, curving degeneracy. Our numerical tests all use uniform priors ∈ [−10, 10] for each parameter. We use 2-dimensional likelihoods and priors to perform nested sampling calculations many times and measure the variation of results, with software settings chosen to illustrate implementation-specific effects. Higher dimension problems do not change our analysis or conclusions but require more computational effort; for example computational costs with MultiNest increase exponentially with the dimension d and with PolyChord scale as ∼ O(d 3 ) (Handley et al. 2015b ). Our diagnostic tests are particularly useful for checking results when taking significantly more samples is computationally costly, as is often the case for high-dimensional problems.
For simplicity we use a constant number of live points for numerical tests in this paper, but our analysis also applies to dynamic nested sampling (Higson et al. 2017a) in which the number of live points is allowed to vary.
Diagnostic plots
Before discussing quantitative diagnostics in Sections 5 and 6, we first introduce some diagnostic plots which illustrate nested sampling and its associated errors. It is good practice for users of sampling software to represent their results visually, in order to assess if they are reasonable given background knowledge about the problem being considered. Many software packages exist for plotting 1-and 2-dimensional marginalised distributions from weighted samples using kernel density estimation; see for example Foreman-Mackey (2016), Lewis (2015) . Figures 2a to 2d show posterior distributions calculated from PolyChord nested sampling runs for 2-dimensional Gaussian (2), Gaussian shell (3), Rastrigin (4) and Rosenbrock (5) likelihoods with uniform priors, made using the getdist package.
While plots like Figures 2a to 2d are useful, it is unclear to what extent the differences between the two nested sampling runs are due to implementation-specific effects or merely what is expected from the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm. In addition, these plots are generic for all methods of sampling and do not adequately represent the distinctive manner in which nested sampling iterates towards higher likelihoods. We therefore propose two additional diagnostic plots which can be calculated from nested sampling runs in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 to illustrate this extra information.
Uncertainty on posterior distributions
The error on calculated posterior distributions due to nested sampling stochasticity can be estimated using bootstrap resamples of the run (as described in Higson et al. 2017b ). This uncertainty can be visually represented by plotting the distribution of the posteriors from resampled runs to give an uncertainty distribution on the posterior distribution.Such plots can be used for assessing if the uncertainty is sufficiently small for the given use case, and are illustrated in Figures 3a to 3d .
Plotting multiple runs on the same axis allows visual assessment of whether implementationspecific effects are present. If posterior distributions differ by more than would be expected from their bootstrap sampling error distribution, then implementation-specific effects are likely to be the cause. This is the case for the runs shown in Figures 3c and 3d and suggest relatively large implementation-specific effects may be present in these cases with the settings used, whereas the differences between runs in Figures 3a and 3b are within the range that might be expected given the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm. These plots use the PolyChord setting num repeats = 5 which is deliberately chosen to illus- Triangle plots for 2 nested sampling runs (red and blue lines) calculated using PolyChord and plotted using getdist. In each subfigure the top and right plots show 1-dimensional marginalised posterior distributions on the two parameters θ1 and θ2, and the bottom left plot shows calculated 2-dimensional 68% and 95% credible intervals on the joint posterior distribution. The results for the two runs differ due to errors from both the intrinsic stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm and implementation-specific effects. Each nested sampling run has 100 live points and uses the PolyChord setting num repeats = 5 -these are deliberately chosen to make the errors big enough to be easily visible in the plots. Reducing errors by changing the calculation settings is discussed in Section 5.1.
trate the implementation-specific effects; they can be reduced by increasing num repeats as discussed in Section 5.1. When calculating plots like Figures 3a to 3d, the posterior distribution for each bootstrap replication must be calculated from the weighted samples without reducing them to evenly weighted samples in a stochastic manner -such as by including each sample with probability proportional to its weight -as this adds extra variation. nestcheck contains an implementation of 1-dimensional kernel density estimation which takes sample weights as an argument, and does not require conversion to evenly weighted samples.
Distributions of samples in log X
For an insight into how nested sampling software explores a parameter space, we recommend plotting diagrams based on the representation of nested sampling parameter estimation in terms of log X discussed in Higson et al. (2017b, Figure 3 ), where X is defined in (1). By plotting samples' parameter values against their estimated log X coordinate one may visualise the distribution of parameters in the region of each iso-likelihood contour L(θ) = L(X) and see where in the sampling process modes separate from each other.
Our proposed diagram for analysing nested sampling software output is illustrated in Figures 4a, 4b, 5a and 5b. In each case the top right panel is similar to Figure 1 and shows the calculated relative posterior mass (total weight assigned to all samples in that region) at each log X value, as well as its uncertainty distribution from the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm. Each subsequent row represents a parameter or function of parameters; the right panel plots sampled values against log X and the left panel shows its posterior distribution in the same way as Figures 3a to 3d. As nested sampling estimates points' log X positions statistically, the x-coordinates of the posterior samples on the scatter plots are only approximate and include stochastic errors. The evolution of individual threads can be traced by drawing lines linking their constituent points. This shares similarities with MCMC trace plots but, unlike for a converged MCMC chain, the distribution of parameters typically changes as the algorithm iterates over different log X values. Plots which trace individual threads in log X are also produced by the dynesty 2 dynamic nested sampling package.
Figures 4a, 4b, 5a and 5b are useful for visualising the nested sampling process and parts of the posterior such as degeneracies and modes with which nested sampling software may struggle. For example Figure 5a clearly shows the multi-modality of the Rastrigin likelihood, as well as giving in indication of how far into the nested sampling process the modes separate. This contrasts with the bottom right panels of Figures 4a and 4b, which show that the radial coordinate |θ| has very little spread at any given log X value in these cases (due to the likelihoods' spherical symmetry). Furthermore, if problem-specific knowledge about the expected distributions of parameters is available, this type of diagram can be useful in working out where the sampler is not behaving as expected as well as in diagnosing problems.
In addition, multiple nested sampling runs can be added to the same axis, as shown in and illustrate how posterior distributions of functions of parameters can also be plotted. The dashed dark blue and dark red lines show the estimated posterior means of each parameter for the blue and red runs respectively. The coloured contours show iso-probability credible intervals on the marginalised posterior probability density function at each parameter value. runs shown in Figure 5a had missed a mode which the other run found, it would be easily visible in the plot. One can also see from Figure 5b that the two runs agree closely on the relative weights assigned at different log X values (top panel), meaning that the difference between the posterior distributions (left panels) is due to the parameter values sampled in each log X region rather than the regions' relative weights.
The scatter plots in the right column of Figures 4a, 4b, 5a and 5b can be replaced with a colour plot of the estimated distribution of values at each log X using kernel density estimation (similar to the colour distributions shown in Figure 3 of Higson et al. 2017b ). However doing this accurately is computationally challenging and requires a lot of samples, so simple scatter plots are typically more convenient for checking calculation results.
Measuring implementation-specific effects
Following the diagnostics plots of the previous section, the remainder of this paper discusses quantitatively measuring implementation-specific effects. The total error on nested sampling calculations can be estimated by measuring the variation of results when a calculation is repeated multiple times, as this includes both implementation-specific effects and the intrinsic stochasticity of the algorithm. This may be an underestimate if most or all of the calculations miss some part of the posterior -for example a very difficult to locate mode containing significant posterior mass. However for the cases we consider in this paper we find empirically that the standard deviation of results it typically very close to root-mean-squared error, even when significant implementation-specific effects are present.
While the nature of implementation-specific effects depends on the specific software used, they are very likely to be uncorrelated with the errors from the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm -which can be calculated using the bootstrap resampling approach described in Higson et al. (2017b) . As a result, the implementation-specific effects are related to the sample standard deviation of calculation results σ values and the mean bootstrap sampling error estimate σ bootstrap by
and the standard deviation of the uncertainty distribution due to implementation-specific effects can be estimated as
If a number of nested sampling runs are available, the implementation-specific effects on calculations of scalar quantities such as the mean and median of parameters can be calculated directly from (7) and compared to the variation of results. One can also estimate the fraction of the observed variation which is due to implementation-specific effects σ implementation /σ values -when implementation-specific effects are large this is easy to measure accurately as the variation of results is much greater than the bootstrap error estimates Figure 4: Diagrams of samples' distributions in log X produced using nestcheck. The nested sampling runs shown use 100 live points and num repeats = 5. The top right panel shows the relative posterior mass (total weight assigned to all samples in that region) at each log X value. Each subsequent row represents a parameter or function of parameters, and in each the right panel plots its sampled values against log X and the left panel shows its posterior distribution in the same way as Figures 3a and 3b . The solid black lines show the evolution of an individual thread from each run (chosen at random). The estimated mean value of the parameter or function of parameters from the run is marked with a dashed line. The coloured contours show iso-probability credible intervals on the marginalised posterior probability density function at each parameter or log X value. Figure 6: Ratios of estimated implementation-specific effects (7) to variation of results for 2-dimensional Gaussian (2), Gaussian shell (3), Rastrigin (4) and Rosenbrock (5) likelihoods with uniform priors. Equal contributions to the total error from implementation-specific effects and bootstrap errors gives a ratio of
) from (7) -this is marked by the dashed horizontal line. Each bar is calculated using 500 PolyChord runs, each with 100 live points and num repeats = 5; these settings are deliberately chosen to illustrate implementation-specific effects. Results are shown for the log-evidence, the mean of the two parameters, the mean radial coordinate and the second moment of θ1. The numerical results plotted in this figure are given in Tables 1 to 4 
We find empirically that ∼ 8 or more runs is enough to get a reasonable indication of whether large implementation-specific effects are present using (7) and (8). Figure 6 shows the ratio of the inferred implementation error to the total variation of results for 500 nested sampling runs using 2-dimensional Gaussian (2), Gaussian shell (3), Rastrigin (4) and Rosenbrock (5) likelihoods. As for Figures 2 to 5 we use low values for the number of live points and PolyChord's num repeats setting in order to illustrate implementation-specific effects using 2-dimensional calculations. The numerical results plotted in Figure 6 are given in Tables 1 to 4 in Section B of the supplementary material, along with the absolute values of the variation of results, root-mean-squared errors and implementation error estimates. With these PolyChord settings implementationspecific effects dominate parameter estimation for the Rastrigin and Rosenbrock cases, and are also significant for the Gaussian shell likelihood in some parameter estimation quantities. However, the implementation fraction of the error for the log-evidence calculations is significantly lower than for parameter estimation; this is largely because errors from the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm are much larger for evidence calculation than for parameter estimation.
Effects of software settings on errors
We now empirically test the effect of software settings on the total error and the implementation error in calculations using PolyChord.
Nested sampling software typically has settings controlling the process of sampling within a hard likelihood constraint which are specific to a given package and can reduce implementation-specific effects at the cost of increased computation. PolyChord's num repeats setting controls the number of slice samples taken before sampling each new live point -the higher this is set the lower the correlation between points and the more accurately PolyChord will perform the nested sampling algorithm. Other examples of similar parameters include MultiNest's efr, which controls the efficiency of its rejection sampling algorithm by determining the size of the ellipsoid within which MultiNest samples. If efr is lowered, samples are drawn from a larger ellipsoid, increasing the rejection rate whilst consequently decreasing the chance of missing part of the parameter space within the iso-likelihood contour. Figure 7 shows the effect on calculation errors of PolyChord's num repeats setting. As expected, we see that as num repeats is increased the implementation-specific effects fall and the variation of calculation results converges with the bootstrap error estimate, showing PolyChord is performing the nested sampling algorithm with increasing accuracy. The num repeats value required for implementation-specific effects to be smaller than the bootstrap error estimates is several orders of magnitude higher for the Rastrigin and Rosenbrock likelihoods than for the simple Gaussian likelihood, illustrating the importance of implementation-specific effects for degenerate and multimodal posteriors.
In addition to software specific settings, the main choice a nested sampling user must make is the number of live points, which controls the resolution of sampling and is proportional to the expected number of dead points produced. For simplicity we consider only standard nested sampling, which uses a constant number of live points n, although our conclusions also apply to dynamic nested sampling (Higson et al. 2017a) where the local number of live points varies to increase calculation accuracy. The change in calculation errors with n is shown in Figure 8 . As expected, increasing the live points reduces the implementation-specific effects, as well as the errors from the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm (measured by bootstrap resampling) which are approximately proportional to 1/ √ n. The fraction of the total error made up by implementation-specific effects does not necessarily decrease with increased n -this depends on how the implementationspecific effects scale with n. For the Gaussian likelihood implementation-specific effects cause only a small part of the total variation of results, whereas for the more challenging Rastrigin and Rosenbrock likelihoods they are the main source of errors. Given that increasing n reduces both implementation-specific effects and errors from the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm, this is often a better way to reduce total errors for the same computational cost than increasing num repeats. In particular, in the Rastrigin and Rosenbrock cases there are diminishing returns of increasing num repeats to very high values as can be seen in Figure 7 . However while increasing n may make the absolute errors small enough for the given use case, it is not guaranteed to reduce the fraction of errors from implementation-specific effects; as a result techniques for estimating 
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Figure 7: The effect of PolyChord's num repeats setting on results errors: blue solid lines show the standard deviation of repeated calculation results, orange dashed lines show the mean bootstrap estimate and green dotted lines show implementation error estimates from (7). The left column shows log-evidence calculations and the right column shows estimates of the mean of the parameter θ1 for 2-dimensional Gaussian, Rastrigin, Rosenbrock and Gaussian shell likelihoods with uniform priors. Results for each num repeats value were calculated using 500 nested sampling runs, each with 100 live points. In each case the mean calculation result for each estimator is very close to the correct value, and consequently the root-mean-squared error is very close to the standard deviation of results -we therefore do not show it in the plot. (7). The left column shows log-evidence calculations and the right column shows estimates of the mean of the parameter θ1 for 2-dimensional Gaussian, Rastrigin, Rosenbrock and Gaussian shell likelihoods with uniform priors. Results for each number of live points considered were calculated using 500 nested sampling runs with num repeats = 5. In each case the mean calculation result for each estimator is very close to the correct value, and consequently the root-mean-squared error is very close to the standard deviation of results -we therefore do not show it in the plot. nested sampling errors which do not account for implementation-specific effects may not be accurate.
Figures 7 and 8 also show that for each likelihood, log-evidence calculations have a lower fraction of their variation in results from implementation-specific effects than estimates of the mean of a parameter for the settings considered, in agreement with Figure 6 . This is largely because the errors from the stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm in evidence calculations are much larger than those in parameter estimations.
Diagnostic tests for when few runs are available
For computationally expensive problems there may not be enough nested sampling runs available to calculate the implementation-specific effects directly using the method described in the previous section. However, unless one has additional knowledge of the posterior distribution, it is impossible to tell a priori whether a single nested sampling run contains significant implementation-specific effects. In Sections 6.1 and 6.2 we therefore consider diagnostics which assess whether two nested sampling runs have consistently explored a parameter space while accounting for the stochastic nature of the nested sampling algorithm. If N > 2 runs are available then N 2 pairwise tests can be computed and their results combined for greater accuracy.
Assessing whether implementation-specific effects are present from two nested sampling runs without additional knowledge about the posterior is a very challenging problem: it is important to emphasise that these tests are merely heuristics and in general one cannot rule out the presence of modes or degeneracies with small volumes in parameter space which have been missed by both runs. Hogg & Foreman-Mackey (2017, Section 5) provide an interesting analogous discussion of the similarly heuristic nature of MCMC convergence tests. As a result, it is also useful also consider qualitative comparisons using diagnostic plots of the types shown in Section 4 and any problem-specific knowledge of what the results should be.
Testing for correlations between threads in two different runs
We now introduce a test to assess whether nested sampling software is consistently exploring a posterior by comparing the constituent threads (single live point runs) of two nested sampling runs. Each thread represents a valid independent nested sampling run and can be used to make posterior inferences about quantities such as the evidence and the mean and median of parameters. The actual values calculated from each thread will have large errors due their small number of samples, but this does not matter as we are only testing if the values obtained from the threads in each run are consistent with being drawn from the same distribution.
We propose applying the 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (Massey 1951 ) to different runs' threads by using each thread to calculate an estimate of a scalar quantity of interest (such as parameter means or the Bayesian evidence Z) with the following procedure:
1. divide the first nested sampling run into its n 1 constituent threads, and calculate an estimate of the quantity from each;
2. divide the second nested sampling run into its n 2 constituent threads, and calculate an estimate of the quantity from each; 3. apply the 2-sample KS test to n 1 and n 2 values calculated from the first and second runs respectively.
As a test statistic for distributions p(x) and q(x), the KS test uses the maximum distance between their cumulative distributions F p (x) and F q (x)
where sup is the supremum. If n 1 and n 2 samples from p(x) and q(x) respectively are used, the corresponding p-values are
In this case the p-value produced represents the probability that the estimates from the two nested sampling runs are drawn from the same distribution. A p-value close to zero implies that the values obtained from the threads in the two runs are statistically inconsistent and hence that implementation-specific effects are present. This procedure can also be used with other distribution-free tests such as the 2-sample Anderson-Darling test as an alternative to the KS test. Figure 9 shows distributions of p-values computed between pairs of nested sampling runs. For the Rastrigin and Rosenbrock likelihoods, the median p-values are close to zero meaning that implementation-specific effects are almost certainly present (in agreement with the results in Figure 6 ). With only two runs available one may only calculate one p-value for each quantity, but there are are many quantities which can be tested; for example the Bayesian evidence and the mean, median, higher moments and confidence intervals on each parameter (although tests on functions of the same parameter will not be independent). As a result this test should give enough information to detect implementationspecific effects in the Rastrigin and Rosenbrock cases from only two runs. One could also test multiple quantities together using a multi-dimensional KS test, although this is computationally challenging -see Fasano & Franceschini (1987) for a more detailed discussion.
It is important to note that the KS test p-value only determines whether implementationspecific effects are present and does not provide information about the size of implementation error, which must be assessed to determine if they are problematic for a given use case. 
Distributions of sampling errors from bootstrap resamples
Our second diagnostic assesses whether calculations of scalar quantities from the two different runs differ by more than would be expected given the estimated uncertainties from the intrinsic stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm. These uncertainty distributions can calculated from bootstrap resamples using the method described in Higson et al. (2017b) , and are illustrated in Figures 10a to 10d . This has some similarities with Figures 3a to 3d but differs in that, in order to more easily quantify the comparison between runs, we are now considering only errors on single numbers rather than on whole posterior distributions.
Whether the spread of results is explained by the bootstrap error distributions can assessed qualitatively, or may be quantified by calculating measures of the statistical distance between the distributions. As with the comparisons of threads in Section 6.1 it may be hard to draw conclusions from any one quantity, but the two runs can be compared using estimates of the Bayesian evidence, the means, higher moments and credible intervals of parameters (although comparisons of functions of the same parameter will not be independent). We find the best distance measure is again the KS statistic (9); this constitutes a metric as it is non-negative, zero if and only if the distributions are equal, is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality. It is also easy to interpret, with a value of 1 meaning the distributions are the same and a value of 0 meaning they do not overlap. Alternative distance measures are discussed in Section A of the supplementary material.
Distributions of KS statistics calculated from bootstrap error distributions are shown in Figure 11 . These distributions show that the median statistical distance between the 
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Figure 11: Distributions of KS statistical distances (KS statistics) (9) from pairwise comparison of different runs' bootstrap error distributions. A KS statistic of close to 1 means there is little overlap between the distributions, implying that the differences in the runs' values cannot be explained by the intrinsic stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm and that implementation-specific effects are present. The black dashed line shows the median KS distance for each plot. The bootstrap error distributions on estimates of the mean of the parameters θ1 and θ2 for each run are used in the top and bottom rows respectively. The nested sampling runs are the same ones that were used for Figure 6 ; 500 runs allow 500 2 = 124, 750 pairwise statistics to be computed. bootstrap uncertainty distributions for the Rastrigin and Rosenbrock cases is close to 1. There is therefore little overlap between the distributions and implementation-specific effects are likely present. These distance measures are more difficult to interpret than the p-values in Section 6.1, but have the advantage that together with plots like Figure 10 they contain information about the size of any implementation-specific effects as well as testing if implementation-specific effects are present. In this context, the KS statistic values are simply used as a distance measure and cannot be interpreted as p-values; even without implementation-specific effects, nested sampling runs will differ due to the stochasticity of the algorithm and so bootstrap resamples of different runs are always drawn from different distributions.
Summary
In this paper we introduced diagnostic tests for nested sampling software, which uses numerically techniques to generate approximately uncorrelated samples within hard likelihood constraints. As a result, for challenging problems -such as those with multimodal or degenerate posteriors -additional errors may be produced which would be present if the nested sampling algorithm was performed perfectly (we term these implementation-specific effects). Detecting the presence of significant implementation-specific effects is of great importance for software users as it determines whether results and estimates of uncertainties can be relied upon, and if the settings should be changed.
We suggested two new diagnostic diagrams for visualising nested sampling results and uncertainties and for comparing nested sampling runs; these are shown in Figures 3 to 5. Section 5 introduced a quantitative measure of implementation-specific effects, which can be used to estimate them directly if ∼ 8 or more nested sampling runs are available, and empirically tested the effects of nested sampling software settings on such errors. Finally, in Section 6, we provided two diagnostic tests which allow practitioners to detect implementation-specific effects using few as two nested sampling runs:
1. correlations within runs can be tested by dividing them into their constituent threads and using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test as described in Section 6.1;
2. the consistency of the variation of results with estimates of the error from the intrinsic stochasticity of the nested sampling algorithm can be checked with statistical distance measures as described in Section 6.2.
When more than two runs are available, the results of these diagnostics on pairs of runs can be combined for greater accuracy. We have written a publicly available software package nestcheck which performs diagnostics on input nested sampling runs and produces plots like 
A Other distance measures
The bootstrap error distributions diagnostics discussed in Section 6.2 could use a different measure of statistical distance instead of the KS statistic. However, as the distance must be computed from distributions of samples which may cover very different regions, measures which require the distributions have the same support such as the symmetrised KullbackLeibler divergence cannot be computed robustly.
Two possible alternatives to the KS statistic are the energy distance (Székely & Rizzo 2013) 
and the earth mover's distance (first Wasserstein distance), which is informally the minimum cost (defined as area multiplied by distance) required to move one distribution probability density function onto the other (for a more detailed discussion see Ramdas et al. 2017) . Histograms of the pairwise distance estimate distribution from bootstrap error estimates on different runs are shown in Figures 11 and 12 ; in each case larger distances are associated with greater implementation-specific effects. We prefer the KS statistic as it is more sensitive than these measures, with more easily interpretable numerical values. Tables 1 to 4 given numerical results for the nested sampling runs plotted in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . The first row shows the correct result for each estimator; these are calculated analytically or, where this is not possible, by numerical integration (which can be done accurately in these 2-dimensional cases). In every case the correct result is close to the mean calculation value shown in the second row -implying that despite any implementation-specific effects the nested sampling calculations are approximately unbiased. As a result the standard deviation of results and root-mean-squared error shown in the third and fourth row are very similar and we are justified in using the standard deviation of repeated results to analyse implementation-specific effects. The next three rows show the bootstrap error estimate, implementation error estimate (7) and the ratio of the implementation estimate to the standard deviation of results. Columns show results for the log-evidence, the mean of the two parameters, the mean radial coordinate and the second moment of θ1. Numbers in parentheses show the 1σ numerical uncertainty on the final digit. 
B Numerical results tables

